
PORTFOLIO
of ECL euro.COURIER Logistics GmbH 

We are your partner in the following areas:

Direct / Special Deliveries

Emergency Logistic

Overnight Express

Special-Speed-Logistics



ECL euro. COURIER Logistics GmbH is a firm 
partner of the industry for more than 20 years. 
We transport everything that is in a hurry,  
whether nationally or internationally. Routine and 
equipped with modern vehicle technology, we deliver 

sensitive shipments on time to their recipients.  
In our field of activity, our focus is on special and ur-
gent deliveries.
When it comes to quality management, we rely on trans-
parency and so we are certified on DIN EN ISO 9001ff. 

direct / special deliveries
safety-focused, time-critical,

Emergency Logistics, Special Speed

courier consignments / overnight 
consignments of documents,
letters, parcels, bulky goods

pharmaceutical logistics
medical devices, Samples,  
organic substances, etc..

transport of dangerous products 
dangerous subject to labelling,

radioactive substances

waste transports 
non-hazardous and hazardous 

waste according to KrWG

hauling of air freight 
Safe express transport from  

customer to airport

Karl-Marx-City- 
COURIER

city courier in Chemnitz

value-added logistics 
Logistics with simple further  

work steps

high-availability  
logistics

24 / 7 Storage 

euro.COURIER 

our qualfications



direct / special deliveries

provision of a vehicle within 60 to 90 minutes, 
exclusively for your order

directly from A to B, no additional load, no reloa-
ding, in the fastest possible way

nationwide acceptance of consignment, delivery 
throughout Europe 

complete shipment tracking,  
status messages via E-Mail

careful handling of your consignment

we are at your service around the clock: 24 / 7

clean vehicles in a technically perfect condition

trained, qualified driving personnel

In the areas of time-critical and sensitive transports, we are experienced time savers and problem solvers.

our service

our promise

avoidance of delivery delays, assembly line standstills, downtimes,  
contractual penalties, transport damages etc.

your benefit

time-critical tranports 

express or emergency tranports,  
just-in-time deliveries, procurement logistics

sensitive transports 

tranports focussing on safety of high-quality and 
sensitive products

info@ECL24.de  /  +49 371 844 94 33

car van truck trailer truck



courier consigments  / overnight

our service

Late pick-ups

cash on delivery, 
personal service, 

department service, 
exchange consignment

handing over against signature

online management

express shipping to the following day  
(processing overnight)

Letters, parcels, pallets, bulky goods,  
rolls, pipes etc.

shipment weights up to 250 kg

termination possible ( 8:00|9:00|10:00|12:00 )

europe-wide or world-wide express shipping with 
minimum delivery time

in Europe: 
shipment weights up to 100 kg 
depending on the country

international: 
shipment weights up to 60 kg

national (overnight) international

careful handling of your consignment

direct dial-up to your personal contact in our  
disposition: 24 / 7 at your service

modern, well-maintained vehicles (cars / vans)

polite, qualified drivers

our promise

express@ECL24.de / +49 371 844 94 55



pharmaceutical logistics

Particularly in the medical sector,  
there are special requirements for trans-
port. You can reach our competent contacts 
around the clock, who can respond quickly 

to your requests. Our trained driving staff 
offers you a careful and qualified handling  
and even a personal delivery of your shipment.

Samples, pharmaceuticals, low-level radio-
active pharmaceuticals, equipment, medical 
materials and sensitive measuring instru-
ments – much of it should be monitored from 
the cockpit and transported at temperature 

stability on its way to its destination. Thanks 
to our qualifications and our modern vehicle 
fleet, we are able to guarantee these special 
features.

Regional as well as nationwide clinics, medical practices and environmental agencies have 
been our satisfied customers for many years. They trust us because of our:

info@ECL24.de  /  +49 371 844 94 33

sensitive goods – safe transport

temperature stable and monitored

speed 

reliability

flexibility 

careful handling of  
the consignment,

Accessibility 24 / 7 

competent contact person,  
trained drivers 

short response time 

Personal delivery



waste transports

info@ECL24.de  /  +49 371 844 94 33

provision of a vehicle within 60 to 90 minutes,  
exclusively for your order

directly from A to B, no additional load, no reloading,  
in the fastest possible way, nationwide

seamless shipment tracking, status messages via e-mail

we are at your service around the clock: 24 / 7 available

our service

tranport of non-hazardous and hazardous waste according to German Closed Substance 
Cycle and Waste Management Act (KrWG) with vehicles up to a total weight of 7,5 t

monitoring of and compliance with the provisions on the transport of waste

trained and qualified drivinf personnel, equipped and modern vehicles

transport number of Chemnitz according to § 28 German certification code:  S11TA0022

We will be pleased to advise you in detail: Andreas Harnisch is your contact person.

GPS-monitored vehicles

modern, well-maintained vehicles

our qualification / authorisation

our vehicle fleet

car van truck



transport of dangerous product

transport of dangerous goods  
without marking  

without exceeding the allowances 
referred to in point 1. 1. 3. 6  

of the ADR (1000 point rule)

transport of limited (LQ) and  
exempted (EQ) Quantities

transport of dangerous goods 
subject to labelling  
other than class 1

dangerous goods of classes:

2 / 3 / 4.1 / 4.2 / 4.3 / 5.1 / 5.2   
6.1 / 6.2 / 8  /  9

radioactive substances;  
ADR class 7 with national  

transport authorisation

other radioactive substances up to 
109 times of the free limit

enclosed and  
non-excluded substances

Packaging of theTypes 
A, IP-1, IP-2, IP-3

specific information on the number, dimensions 
and weights of packages

correct identification of packages with UN number, 
packing group (if available) and class

in case of transport of radioactive materials,  
please consult with our dispatch.  
We are happy to advise you in detail:

Andreas Harnisch is your contact person.

We are there for you and take care of your dangerous goods of various kinds.  
Our trained and qualified drivers pick up goods directly from you and transport them  
safely to their destination with the suitably equipped and tested vehicles.

The transport takes place in parcels by direct route without intermediate storage.

for this we need

what we can transport

Compliance with all ADR regulations, as well as additional national regulations,  
is monitored on an ongoing basis.

info@ECL24.de  /  +49 371 844 94 33



hauling of air freight

info@ECL24.de  /  +49 371 844 94 33

             The flows of goods become increasingly globalised. The international security situation for shipping  
                  of air freight, leads to increasingly strict regulations. In order to ensure the security of the national  
                       and international supply chain, each individual stage of the chain must be evaluated as secure.

   We take responsibility for the expresss transport of secure air freight  
                                            from your customer to the airport.

GPS-monitored, modern, well-maintained vehicles

vehicles can be sealed

our vehicle fleet

provision of a vehicle within 60 to 90 minu-
tes, exclusively for your order

directly from A to B, no additional load, no 
reloading, in the fastest possible way,  
nationwide

seamless shipment tracking, status mes-
sages via e-mail

we are at your service around the clock

listed as approved transporter: 
registration no.: DE/H/01517-01

Compliance with all legal regulations,  
regular audits (internal and by german LBA)

trained dispatching and driving team

our service aviation security

car van truck trailer truck



value added service

Transport of goods with simple additional service activities.

VALUE ADDED SERVICE | COURIER + | TECHNICAL COURIER

transport from A 
The goods are loaded at the sender, 

secured and delivered directly  
to the recipient.

to B 
Here the goods were unloaded and 

handed over to the customer. 
The normal transport ends.

+ additional services 
We also take care of  

simple tasks that have  
to be done afterwards.

Unpacking, setting up, connecting 
 (disposal of packaging) 

Returns of old / defective devices

Implementation of software updates

Disassembly and assembly of  
simple components

Maintenance, functional testing and repair of  
individual parts and spare parts

Fitting of sales displays  
(POS – point of sale) 

Commissioning

Pre- and re-sorting of consignments

Pre- and post-storage of the goods

reliable and experienced staff

Instruction and training of the staff 
specifically for your project

documentation

flexibility in the process

timely interventions / changes in the 
ongoing process possible

Contact person available 24 / 7

detailed customer support

creative solutions

packing service

what we can! what we offer!

info@ECL24.de  /  +49 371 844 94 33



Hochverfügbarkeitslogistik

customer-specific storage options for the delivery 
of time-critical elements in the regional  
environment

Tools, rental equipment, spare parts can be  
delivered quickly

Availability of our team: 24 / 7

floor scale with 600 kg payload;

2 locks; 5 storage boxes

loading and unloading at ground level on 600m² of 
frost-free storage space; 24h possible 

high security standard through video surveillance, 
as well as electronic key management

our services our warehouse

decentralized emergency warehouse (Field Stock Location - FSL)

Agreement of various services 
level requirements (SLA) 

flexible delivery intervals and inventory possible

Unpacking and packing service

Return / disposal of packaging materials

your benefit

info@ECL24.de  /  +49 371 844 94 33



ECL  
euro.COURIER  
Logistics GmbH

Jagdschänkenstraße 100 
09116 Chemnitz 
Germany
 
 
mail: info@ECL24.de
 
 
telephone: +49 371 8 44 94 0
direct delivery +49 371 8 44 94 33 
overnight  +49 371 8 44 94 55 
service +49 371 8 44 94 66 

 
 
www.ECL24.de


